Expert service, personally delivered.
Around the world, around the clock, we're always nearby. Nobody has more warewashing experts in the field than Ecolab.

THE ECOLAB DISHMACHINE RENTAL PROGRAM
The highest level of clean is backed by service you can trust.

• 24/7/365 support
• On-site training
• Regular preventive maintenance
• Business consultation
• Technical support
• A single point of contact
• Parts, labor and materials

Upgrade your warewashing operation with unmatched technology and service.
Visit www.ecolab.com/solutions/commercial-dishmachines or call 1.800.35.CLEAN to learn more about the Ecolab Dishmachine Rental Program.
The highest level of clean at the lowest total cost.

1. **SINGLE-DOOR MACHINES**
   - **EHT**
     - High temp for fast drying, automated procedures, auto deliming, high-pressure rinse.
     - **Dimensions**: 74" x 25½" x 25½" *Wash Chamber Height: 18½"*
   - **SMARTPOWER® TSC SINGLE RACK**
     - All-solid, low-temp warewashing system with integrated efficiency tracking.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 40
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 1.17
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.97
     - **Sanitizing Method**: 1
     - **Temperature**: 17°
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 69½" x 44½" x 25½"

2. **DOUBLE-DOOR MACHINES**
   - **ES-4000 | XL-4000**
     - Low temp, Energy Star® with self-cleaning internal sump.
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Liquid
     - **Temperature**: 17°
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 64½" x 44½" x 25½"
   - **SMARTPOWER® TSC DOUBLE RACK**
     - All-solid, low-temp warewashing system with integrated efficiency tracking.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 78
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 1.17
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.97
     - **Sanitizing Method**: 1
     - **Temperature**: 17°
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 71½" x 44½" x 35"
   - **IMPRESS WAREWASHING RESULTS**
     - **BOOSTER HEATER** ensures proper water temperatures for clean, sanitized wares.
     - **FOIL SOFTENER** reduces spotting, filming and streaking on glassware.

3. **CONVEYOR MACHINES**
   - **SMARTPOWER® CONVEYOR 44**
     - Heat recycling system reduces energy use. Auto wash tank change. End-of-day cleaning/deliming cycle increases efficiency.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 200
     - **Gallons/Min.**: 0.57
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.97
     - **Sanitizing Method**: 1
     - **Temperature**: 17°
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 71½" x 66½" x 35"
   - **SMARTPOWER® CONVEYOR 66**
     - Up to 50% utilities savings. Auto wash tank change. End-of-day cleaning/deliming cycle ensures proper maintenance.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 200
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 37
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.97
     - **Sanitizing Method**: 1
     - **Temperature**: 17°
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 71½" x 66½" x 35"

4. **UNDERCOUNTER/ GLASSWARE MACHINES**
   - **DF ROTARY**
     - Cool final rinse for ready-to-use glassware. Polypropylene conveyor prevents damage to stemware.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 1,000
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 2.8
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.8
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 39½" x 25½" x 25½"
   - **OMEGA 5E**
     - Wash high loading. Low temp, Energy Star® rated. NSF certified.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 25
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 37
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.76
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 38½" x 24½" x 25½"
   - **U-HT**
     - Undercounter high-temp convenience. Ideal for heavily soiled wares. Proper rinse temperatures with rinse Sentry feature.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 24
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 1.33
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.76
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 33½" x 24" x 25"
   - **U-LT**
     - Easy to operate with digital read-outs and stainless steel buttons. Double-walled construction for quiet operation.
     - **Racks/Hour**: 24
     - **Gallons/Rack**: 1.33
     - **Chemical Sanitizing Method**: 0.8
     - **Sanitizing Method**: Chemical
     - **Dimensions**: 33½" x 24" x 25"
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**Sanitizing Method:**
- **ES-4000**: Liquid
- **ES-2000**: Solid Power
- **EHT**: Liquid
- **EC-44HH**: Liquid
- **EC-66H**: Liquid
- **SMARTPOWER® TSC SINGLE RACK**: Solid Power
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- **SMARTPOWER® CONVEYOR 66**: Solid Power
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